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Rebirth in the Land of Gold 
Nivedita Magar reviews a vibrant group show, curated by Kanchi Mehta, mounted at 
Sunaparanta, a dynamic, five year old cultural institution in Panjim. 
 
Sunaparanta Goa Centre for the Arts, Panjim commemorated its 5th year Anniversary with the show 
Rebirth of Detail, which opened on 14th December, 2013. The brainchild of Dattaraj and Deepti 
Salgaocar, ‘Sunaparanta’, an early Buddhist reference to Goa meaning, Land of Gold, is all about ‘rebirth’ 
and an attention to detail. A delightful centuries-old Portuguese-style house was sensitively restored 
and ‘rebirthed’ into a state of the art cultural centre that accommodates several display areas, a sunlit 
courtyard with a sumptuous Café, studios, rooms for resident artists, a library, a lecture hall, and a 
compact amphitheatre at one end of the garden.  
 
The current show on view, Rebirth of Detail, curated by Bombay-Goa based Kanchi Mehta, brings 
together a selection of works by some of the most exciting voices in contemporary Indian art today. 
Visitors coming to view the exhibition encounter the first work almost as soon as they step onto the 
property: an impressive 12 meters long twisting ridge, like a dormant underground creature pressing its 
spine up against the earth that holds it down, winds its way across the front lawns before curling up into 
a coiled spiral. The grass grows seamlessly over this discreet landscape work by Kerala-based master 
sculptor, Valsan Koorma Kolleri. On the opening night the artist facilitated a ritual of sorts inviting those 
present, to sow a seed in the spiral which, the artist explained, would germinate into flowering plants 
that would offer sustenance to the many butterflies he encountered while working on this piece. Over 
the years Kerala-based Kolleri has evolved a sculptural practice that has a sensitive, symbiotic 
relationship with its environs, where site-specific installations invariably draw from their immediate 
contexts for material and form. In this show, Kolleri’s additions to the gallery’s landscape extend a 
touching gesture of friendship towards its surroundings. At the end of the evening as gallery visitors 
reclined on the lawns using the serpentine ridge as backrest, as children frolicked on the snake’s winding 
back, it was delightful to witness an instance where an artist’s intervention had contributed so 
poignantly to our experience of public space.  
 
Besides Kolleri, Nikhil Chopra and Tejal Shah (both of whom have recently shifted base from Bombay to 
Goa), were among the three artists of the nine commissioned to make site-specific works for the show. 
For his 9 hour durational performance, Rouge, 2013, Chopra positioned himself in compact 150 square 
meters sized room. Painted white from floor to ceiling the room was spare barring some fruit and wine 
in one corner and on the floor were two large piles of what turned out to be lipsticks. Chopra’s 
performance practice brings together the three elements of drawing, space and the body to articulate 
gradual, definitive and often spectacular acts of transformation. Rouge, (meaning a powder or cream-
based cosmetic for coloring cheeks or lips, derived from the French word for ‘red’) enacted a rather 
dramatic transition. Chopra started off painting himself white, thus symbolically making himself an 
extension of the space which doubles up as his canvas. He then used lipstick, an article of make-up, and 
in that sense, an instrument of physical transformation, as his medium of expression to draw and smear 
across the walls and ceiling of the room. As the various shades of red, maroon, brown and pink, 
gradually intensified, what started as a seemingly random mark, gathered heft over the day, as shapes 
emerged out of mottled colours: a vividly scarlet landscape, with pink billowing clouds. While the piles 
of lipsticks stacked up together bore a striking resemblance to a heap of cartridges, this ‘paysage en 
rouge’, hinted at an unspoken violence of bloody histories.  



 
Round the corner from the Rouge room, and up a flight of stairs, Tejal Shah’s, 3-channel video 
installation, Some Kind of Nature, shot and produced entirely in Goa, carried similar dissonant 
intimations. The title of this piece is borrowed from a song co-performed and written by Lou Reed with 
the virtual band, Gorillaz, from their 2010 album, Plastic Beach. While the track itself does not feature in 
the haunting, glitchy, elemental soundtrack of Shah’s video, the lyrics of the song like the video hint at 
some kind of imbalance in man’s relationship with nature , a theme which Shah explores in recent works 
like, Between the Waves, 2012 (a multichannel video installation conceived and produced for 
Documenta, XIII). Some Kind of Nature, introduces us to a hybrid creature with a human body and an 
animal head, whose glinting mirrored, snouted mask carried resonances with Lord Ganesha, as well as 
Venetian masquerade masks (take the medico della peste or the plague doctor mask for instance). We 
follow the animal-headed protagonist crouched in a field (is she hiding or lying in wait?), with her head 
to the ground, searching or dowsing among petroglyphed rock faces for what, it does not emerge, while 
interspersed between are disjunctured visuals of glinting mirrors, sluggish turbid waters, milk flowing 
down creviced and aged rocks, or bodies doubled-up like boulders in a river. This dreamlike montage 
came together to weave an otherworldly, mythopoeic narrative that stirred up memories we didn’t 
know lurked in our subconscious.  
 
Spread across one wall of the gallery’s main hall was a selection of Bharat Sikka’s black and white images 
from the series titled, Matter. Printed in various sizes, some of the images were defined by black frames, 
some others by stark white ones while one large central print was mounted such that it appeared to be 
raised off the wall. Taken together the images composed themselves into a composite visual installation, 
taken individually each photograph framed various innocuous moments frozen in time passed. Details of 
an Akai analog sound system, decaying files of bureaucratic offialese crammed into a cabinet, a 
dilapidated ice cream trolley, a pile of plastic, a replica of Charminar in a dusty glass case, hinted at the 
decay, transition and fall from grace inevitably brought on by time. While it is the nature of 
photography, to document a moment that gathers over a period of time a patina of nostalgia, Sikka’s 
images framed a thoughtful meditation on those discarded details or elements of matter that tend to 
get overlooked but are as much encoded with layered histories of their past lives. 
 
Installed across the hall from Sikka’s wall of images is the talented Goa-based, painter and print-maker, 
Viraj Naik’s wall of infamy. Republic of Grotesques, 2013 comprised a mixed media painting on paper 
and board, with a seated life-sized fiberglass sculpture placed directly in front of it. The painting which 
featured a series of portraits arranged in a precise grid resembling an anthropological study of Naik’s 
hallmark, demonesque humanoid creatures, composed a cutting satire of the contemporary socio-
political ethos.  
 
Sudarshan Shettty chose the ‘detail’ of units used to measure weight to compose a multi-part sculptural 
installation titled, One Kilo Sculptures, 2013. Preciously ensconced under bell jars, like a series of 
laboratory exhibits these works were composed of readymade brass and steel 1 kilogram and 100 grams 
weight denominators. The weights had been variously sectioned, sliced up and recomposed into Lego-
like constructions to reconstitute 1 kilogram of weight. By interfering with the physical integrity of those 
weights, this work, questioned and thus undermined the validity one presumes in those instantly 
recognizable units of measure. The International System of Units quantifies 1 kilogram as being equal to 
the mass of the international prototype (instated in the 19th century). Cast in iron, this prototype of iron, 
naturally susceptible to the forces of rust and erosion is hardly a stable standard. The reassembled 1 
kilogram sculptures call this instability into focus while reminding us of street-vendor’s canny tendency 



to compose their own measures with stones, bit and bobs in place of standard weights. An equally valid 
practice, it may be said, when one considers the inherent unreliability of ‘standardised’ measures. 
 
Glinting off the multiple bell jars was the bright pink neon light work by Shilpa Gupta which considered 
another kind of unit of measure. It took a moment to decipher the alphabets that the twisting neon 
tubes torturously spelt – ‘Today’, contemplated the ephemerality and changeability of the present 
moment, the immediate day, that which dies and is reborn afresh everyday. Further in, was another 
spare, minimalist work by Gupta – a sound installation which framed a more complex enquiry into the 
nature of detail, or micro-narratives, in framing larger philosophical considerations. In an otherwise 
empty chamber, two chairs placed facing opposite walls urged viewers to sit down and don headphones, 
which in turn put forth two narratives – on the right, voices recalled their most emotionally painful 
moments they had felt, while subjects in the sound piece on the left remembered instances of the most 
acute physical pain they had endured. What emerged were narratives of deeply personal moments of 
intense experience. Some instances of ‘pain’ might have seemed less serious than others although each 
subjective instance was equally experienced as an extreme moment of pain. Perhaps the most 
introspective piece in the show, the two litanies of ache aggregated a revealing insight into the 
subjective specificity of the nature of human experience. 
 
In a room of her own, were two mesmerizing works by Sheba Chhachhi: Ragini, 2009, comprised digital 
prints illuminated by light boxes that were housed in a wooden sculpture resembling an open book, 
while Locust Time, 2008, was a wall-mounted, back-lit moving image work. Chhachhi’s longstanding 
engagement with visual culture has progressed from documentation, collaborative portraiture and 
photo-based installation to develop a nuanced artistic practice that examines the violent history of 
gender, representation and urban ecologies. Locust Time, for instance, presents a complex landscape in 
which time, history, myth and present-day conditions are collapsed to map an ecology that is at once 
reminiscent and cautionary. Satellite images of the parched floodplains of the River Yamuna are 
superimposed with traces of its past – monuments bear testament to its political history, toxic clouds 
ringed with flames hint at the pollution and ecological devastation this region has faced, even as motifs 
from traditional miniatures of women bathing in the river recalled the region’s more fecund times. 
Above these sandwiched vistas, a layer of mechanically mobile images featuring Nag-kanyas, keepers of 
water and poison, skeletal women in the locust posture, and spectral vultures, hover in a constant 
downward motion like sakshis, participant observers, in the cyclical Lila of life.  
 
Going by audience feedback on the opening night, perhaps the most captivating work at the show was 
Ranbir Kaleka’s, Mobile, 2013. This diminutive, imperial -sized moving painting, employed Kaleka’s 
trademark strategy of projecting a digital video on a painted background. The forms and tones in the 
painting, lend a fixed, foundational layer to the work, while the video – essentially a picture composed 
of light – brings luminosity and movement. Mobile, features the image of a cellular phone lying in a 
puddle of water that reflects it environment that is teeming with life. Ripples and shadows of passer-by 
animate the surface of the puddle (and the painting) as clouds, birds in a flock float overhead, insects 
emerge from their cocoons underwater, an airplane moves steadily towards its destination, and so on, 
while through it all the phone lies there ignored, lost or abandoned. When the phone rings, at some 
point, to no answer, one is left with an unsettling anxiety about the fate of that phone and the life it is 
attached to. As enthralling as it was, Mobile, framed a profoundly introspective reading of alienation and 
the human condition.  
 

Also on display was a selection of works by Kedar Dhondu and Ramdas Gadekar, two gifted, young Goan 
artists, who were among 60 applicants to be selected for Sunaparanta’s Mentorship Program. The 



curator, Kanchi Mehta guided these artists in their studio practice and will be advising them about the 
intricacies of developing a professional art practice. While Dhondu, drew on a variety of illustrative 
traditions to contemporanise the Seven Deadly Sins, Ramdas Gadekar, presented a suite of haunting 
black and white portrait and landscape drawings in charcoal and pencil. 
 
The various mediums showcased in Rebirth of Detail, be it landscape art, durational performance, video, 
sound, photography , found object-based sculpture or straight forward painting illustrated the diverse 
plethora of utterances in contemporary art today, while clearly composed, wall texts, an informative 
handout, besides scheduled artist talks and guided walk-throughs, contributed towards a full and 
insightful viewing experience.  
 
The exhibition will be on display till 14th February, 2014. 
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